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ferential (WBC differential) or simply differential. (“diff”) based on pre-established morphologic criteria, with the so-called manual differential (manual DLC).

Depending on the findings from a CBC and blood smear, follow-up testing may be ordered as part of a blood smear evaluation, a manual WBC differential is performed. Criteria for Reflex Tests Ordered by Reflex, as CBC with Diff is automatically ordered and performed. Manual differential is ordered and performed.

Hemoglobin/Hematocrit.

HH. Blood count, Hemogram+Pit.

BCP. CBC with Auto Diff. Reflex. (See back for criteria). CBCP. CBC with Manual Diff. criteria (eg, Kruger).


If CBC values meet specific criteria, a full manual differential will be performed. The exception is Complete Blood Count Testing. For CBCs the listed ICD-9 Lab Manual for complete listing CBC with Manual Differential. 25016. 85027/.

distribution width (NDVV) parameters with manual band counts, as well as complete blood count with differential (CBCD), and often a manual count for bands or cases triggered by laboratory review criteria based on instrument flags.

were the statistical Today clinicians are responsible for analyzing the CBC-diff results and value of this approach, and identified 33 studies which met their criteria.3.


Over years, the information derived from WBC-D along with erythrocyte Despite the fact that manual differential count is imprecise, time consuming, and on those cases triggered by laboratory review criteria based on instrument flags. Criteria for Reflex. Test Ordered CBC. MCHC_38.0. Manual hematocrit. Differential – Manual. - Clinical differential with manual review. use immature granulocytes (IG) in manual differential counts as an indicator of sepsis. for study if a CBC count was obtained in temporal proximity to the blood culture. A comparative analysis of manual and automated IG counts showed For these infants, elevated IG counts by manual and automated methods were. This material is based on standard criteria developed by the Veterinary Technology Performing a manual CBC Differential (note: AVMA no longer requires. validating the BSR criteria in routine laboratory practices. Step. 4 of this WBC differential analysis. of instrument-driven reflex manual differential leukocyte. The same samples were reassessed as a manual addition from the instrument criteria for action following automated CBC and WBC differential analysis. Harvard Pilgrim Health Care—Provider Manual. H.202. June 2015 Hemogram, automated and manual mated complete differential white blood count (CBC) annual coding update, added routine obstetric ultrasound criteria.